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Greetings from sunny Queensland! Enough said……

We see that the weather in NE Victoria has hit the winter
chill and that there’s been welcome rain. Great for the
farmers and keen skiers. Maybe not so jolly for playing
golf…….
Notes
Treasurer Graeme & committee are seeking feedback about a proposed
increase in club subs. Fees haven't altered for 2 years, but costs have risen.
A $50 increase has been suggested. Have your say via email or post and attend the AGM on 22th October.
Congratulations to club members who contributed to the
Crepe Myrtle drive which saw 25 trees planted around the
course. Special thanks to the tree planters themselves.

News from the kitchen is that a food blender and Dyson stick vacuum have
been purchased from proceeds of recent raffles. More whizz in the kitchen!
The report from Grounds person Dave reiterates how good the greens are at
present. The fairways have been sprayed so it’s all systems go for the rest of
the year.

Get your entries in for the Golf for a Cause event
on September 23rd.
$25 per person, sponsored by Drummonds.

Golf has its challenges……

Play the ball as it lies!!

Round the Traps

Congratulations to Betty Newton who celebrated a significant birthday on the
18th July.

Pretty in blue—a random
matching trio.

A visitor in the on course cistern

Our thoughts are with Alan Jagoe, Jiggsie, currently undergoing
radiation treatment. The course will be missing Jiggsie’s regular
clean ups with his 4 legged friend.

Where have they been? Or where are they now?

If you’ve noticed numbers have been down—there’s a reason, mainly related to
holidays and travel. The Newtons & Piazzas were cruising the Adriatic experiencing the wonders of the Croatian coastline, Angela & Karl were being
serenaded in Venice, Marnie & Jim enjoyed beverages in Paris, Italy & London,
Lyn Brown did us proud wearing her club shirt in Scotland & Portugal, &
Ternses & Rosebys are closer to home, touring in their caravans.

You Cannot Be Serious!!!!
Dan & Rob are playing at a spectacular new golf course, built on very scenic
terrain—cliffs & gullies included. They reach the 6th, where Dan slices a ball into a
thickly wooded gully. He is determined not to incur a penalty, so he grabs an 8 iron
and starts descending in search of his ball. The bush is terribly thick and the sunlight
blocked by the overhanging branches. Dan keeps searching & finally spots something shiny below. As he nears the object, he realises it’s not a golf ball but a golf
club, an 8 iron, and it’s in the hands of a skeleton. Dan yells for his playing partner.
“Hey Rob, I’ve got trouble down here”. Rob hurries over to the edge of the gully
and yells, “What’s the matter?”
Dan replies, “Bring me my 7 iron. You can’t get out of this stuff with an 8!!”

Updates & Results

Keep up to date with what’s on and for the weekly golf results by logging onto
the MGC
website. Send me news & photos.
janroseby74@gmail.com

